DISASTER TIP SHEETS FOR NYC RELIGIOUS LEADERS

The Disaster Lifecycle:
Where Do Religious Leaders Fit In?
Weather-related emergencies are some of the most common hazards facing New York City. The
following “action steps” pertain to hurricanes, and they’ll take you from the mitigation and
preparedness phases through short- and long-term recovery. This checklist is designed to provide
guidance as you develop your own disaster plans. Many of the actions listed here can be applied to
most hazards.
See NYDIS Disaster Tip Sheet “Disaster Basics” for disaster concepts, language and structures.

Disaster Lifecycle

Emergency Management is best viewed as a cycle of phases. Although activities in each phase
often occur simultaneously, each phase informs the next.The phases are:
• Mitigation – Reducing or eliminating the future effects of disaster.
• Preparedness – Establishing authorities and responsibilities for emergency actions, and
ensuring necessary resources are available and coordinated to respond effectively.
• Response – Saving lives, protecting property, and providing for public welfare during the
period immediately before, during, and following a disaster.
• Recovery – Helping communities heal and return to a state that is similar to, or even
improved from, pre-disaster conditions.Typically divided into short-term and long-term
recovery. Recovery generally implies a return to economic, emotional, and spiritual selfreliance of individuals or families.

Disaster Lifecycle

MITIGATION
Emergency Management & Response Agencies

Religious Leaders & Faith Communities

•

•
•

Purpose: Implementation of measures to mitigate potential
damage during future hurricanes
•
•
•
•
•

Develop new zoning and building code requirements (to
withstand high winds, etc.)
Analyze flood plain and other hazard-related data to determine
appropriate rebuilding parameters
Encourage homeowners to install shutters and make other
structural changes as needed
Information Education – Where flood zones and high hazard
areas are located
Develop new codes and ordinances regarding public health
Develop legislative agendas to advocate for laws/programs that
would enhance jurisdiction’s ability to plan for, respond to, and
recover from disasters

Purpose: Implement measures to lessen impact on houses of
worship and their services

•
•
•
•

Advocate measures for community safety
Participate in poverty reduction, affordable housing, and
economic development activities in your community
Take measures to safeguard your house of worship
Educate yourself and your religious community on personal and
home preparedness
Advocate for programs for the most vulnerable and
underserved populations; work with NYDIS on legislative
agenda
Advocate for mitigation funding for faith-based disaster
initiatives

Continued on reverse

BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS FOR READINESS, RESPONSE, AND RECOVERY

